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Early Roman Finds from thE' South-West Side of the l-l1t;reYaJ"d, Ymcaster,
by T.W. Potter

Construction work during 1973 in the ~utre Yard, Lnncaster,had

resulted in steep terrAcing of the southern enn of the site. Altogether

there were three such terrace levels, each divided by a steep cliff,

orientated approximately north-south, and several metres in height.

These terrace cliffs provided an arbitrarily l~id out but useful

section through the rich accumulation of archaeological debris which

had built up in this area. The two more easterly of the three sections
had been recorded by the University of Manchester. However, the most

westerly of the three cliffs, which was orientated along the line of

the garden wall of 96 Church Street, and 3 m. to the west had not been

studied. Archaeological features were however perfectly evident in

the section and, during October 1973, a team from the University of

Lancaster cleaned and recorded them. Only a few cm. of soil were

removed, but this did yield a useful sample of stratified pottery;

moreover, although the line of section had been determined by the needs
of the construction work, the cliff appeared to have cut through the

archaeolof,ical features at more or less 90 degrees.

In chronological terms the features revealed in the section

rHprcsent two main phases of activity. The earlier group is of Romen

date and comprises n number of long, shallow intrusions into the sub

soil, which in this area comprises a yellow alluvium. There were also

traces of three post sockets. These Roman features were overlaid by a

layer of garden soil, thickening in depth from 60 cm. at the south end

of the exposure to 1.70 m. at the north end (Fig. 1). The few sherds

found in this layer of garden soil are all of very recent date, mainly
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Two structural features also

belong to this period, one a deep pit, possibly a well (Fig. 4, A), and

the other a wall footing (Fig. 4, C, unit 5), pil'ob3.blye, garden 'Wall.

The Roman features lileritmore detailed discussion, since it is
probable that they lay wittin the area of the Roman fort.

1. Feature B. A lone, shallow pit with a tnaJCimumdepth of 90 cm. and

a total surviving length of 3.80 m.Th" South end has been cut

away by the nineteer..th century well. The bottom of the pit ""as

covered by a hard trample, while the pit was infilled with the

fol1owine layers (from bottom to top; cf. Fig 1):

1. GrE'y-brown wash with much pott€:'ryand bone.

2. Alternat.e layers of brown and black soil with charcoal,

large cobbles, pottery and bone.
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3. A thin layer of nearly sterile brown wash.

4. A layer of whitish-grey clay, perhaps reprp.senting a

deliberate sealing of the pit.

2. To the north of feature B was a ridge of higher ground (Fig.4).

The north side of the ridge had apparently been levelled off.
Three posts had been inserted into this levelled eround, one a

squared timber with a meast~able side of 18 cm. Overlying

these sockets was a layer (un:.t 6A) of dark soil with a good

deal 0f charcoal, pottery and bone; and above that a layer oflight brown fl<,il(unit 6) with a few potsherds and some burnt

clay.

3. The r.i.ligeof hir,h r.rouno had been cut away to the north by a

series of pits. One small pit (unit 11) had cut away pal't of a

post socket. In addition, there were two other slIlllllpits (12,

13) and two long shallow pito (14, 15). The smnll pits were very

shallow and had been filled with da1k grey soil ,dth little

domestic refuse. The larger pits resemble feature B in shape,

bEing some 2 m. in length and 60 cm. in depth. Like feature E
the bottoms were covered with a hard tread. They were filled

with a dark soil containing charcoal, bone and pottery and, in

pit 16, a tip of rubble (Fig, 1, unit 16). This compley. of pi.ts

was seeled by an extensive layer of br01f.'l1~oil (Units 6, 10), a

thin spread of cobbles (unit 9) and, finally, a thick layer of

crey-white clay (unit g).

Jiscussion

The pottery listed below, sugcests that the pits were being filled

from early in the second centur:>'. This sugGests that the timber

features, \:hich certainly pre-date the pits, belong to the Flavian

period, and very possibly represent Agricolan phase fort buildings.

The finds

(a) Small finds

1. ~Jhetstor.e, square in cross-section. 8 cm. length. Unit 4.

2. Piece of twisted and folded lead. Unit 4.

3. Five iron nails, all unbent.
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(b) Coarse pottery

Some of the distinctive forms from the pits are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Fabrics typical of the lotUernmorekUns (Britannia iii (1972) 31.3,
Contrebis I i (1973) 9ff), which were operative betveen A.D. BO-170

(Leather 1973, Q71I1ff), are well represented in this group. Sherds
of rusticated ware are also common, amotmting to between 5 and 10%

of the total sample. Rusticated (or rustic) ware is a common late

first century style and occurs in early deposit"1 a~ong Hadrian's
\.]a11but not on the Antonine Wall.

!=k>rtaria

A number of fragments were found, mostly in fabrics resembling

~uernmore products.

1. Gritty pink-cream fabric. Red and white grits. Unit 4.

Flagons

2. Light cream fabric. Unit 6.

3. Soft, slightly gritty, light pink-orange fabric. Unit 6.

4. Soft light grey/grey fabric. Rusticated decoration. Unit 3 •

5. H~d grey ware, irregularly turned. 'lWaster. Unit 4.

6. Hard f'rey burnished fabric. Unit 6.

7. Father soft dark grey burnished fnbric. Unit 6.

~. Light l~rey r,ritty ware. Unit 16.

(). Cri tty white-cream fabric. Unit 12.

NwO'tl-mouth jar

10. Burnished light grey fabric. Unit 3.

BO'tlls

11. Gritty light orange fabric. Unit 12.

12. Soft light grey fabric. Unit 3•
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Piedishes

13. Gritty dark grey fabric, lightly burnished. Burnished decoration.
Unit 3.

14. Gritty lightly burnished dark grey fabric. Lightly burnished
lattic decoration. Unit 15.

(c) The Samian by Joenna Bird (fig. 6)

Plain Samian (not illustrated).

1. Form IS, South Gaul, Flavian

2. Form 15/17 or IS, South Gaul, Flavian

3. Form 27, South Gaul, Flavian-Trajanic

4. Form 15/17, South Gaul, Flavian

5. Form CurIe 11, South Gaul, Flavian

Decorated S,mian (Fig. )

1. Form 37, South Gaul. The general style is characteristic
of late South Gaulish products, and has close parallels at
Holt (cf. Grimes 1930, 61 and 63). The bestiarius is
probably Oswald 1102. the lion is Oswald 1400, the dog
Osvald 2004, and the hare Oswald 2131. .£. A.D. 90..110.

2. Form 37, South Gaul. The thick border, wavy plants,
and trident ovolo are characteristically late (cf. Grimes
1930, 42) .£. A.D. 90..110.

3. Form 37, South Gaul. Tridellt ovolo, coarse borders, and
wavy foliage - cf. Grimes 1930, 43. ~. A.D. 90..110.

4. Form 37, South Gaul. The lion is similar to Oswald 1417,
the boar to Oswald 1690; for the formal foliage, cf.
Grimes 1930, 22. The single grass-blades vere used by several
Flavian potters, including Severus and Pontus (Knorr 1952,
SJ,A). £. AD75-100.

5. Form 37, South Gaul. Trident ovolo• .£. A.D.75-lQO.

6. Form 37 in the style attributed to Donnaucus of les Martres
de Veyre. The ovolo and vavyline border are shown on
Stanfield and Simpson 1955, pI. 47, 549, and the foliage
motif in a similar arrangement vith fine beads on pI. 47,
559• .£. AD100-125.
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7. (not illustrated) Form 37, South Gaul. Trident ovolo. S·
A.D. SO-IOO/IIO.
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